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Abstract
The learning of deep models, in which a numerous of parameters are superimposed,
is known to be a fairly sensitive process and should be carefully done through a
combination of several techniques that can help to stabilize it. We introduce an
additional challenge that has never been explicitly studied: the heterogeneity of
sparsity at the instance level due to missing values or the innate nature of the input
distribution. We confirm experimentally on the widely used benchmark datasets
that this variable sparsity problem makes the output statistics of neurons unstable
and makes the learning process more difficult by saturating non-linearities. We also
provide the analysis of this phenomenon, and based on our analysis, we present a
simple technique to prevent this issue, referred to as Sparsity Normalization (SN).
Finally, we show that the performance can be significantly improved with SN on
certain popular benchmark datasets, or that similar performance can be achieved
with lower capacity. Especially focusing on the collaborative filtering problem
where the variable sparsity issue has been completely ignored, we achieve new
state-of-the-art results on Movielens 100k and 1M datasets, by simply applying
Sparsity Normalization (SN).
1 Introduction
The rapid progress of deep learning in recent years was made possible with availability of large-scale
datasets and advancement of computing processors. Not only that, but a variety of learning techniques
and deeper understanding of deep learning has enabled more effective learning of challenging
models that were previously thought to be difficult to train. The introduction of ReLU [1] alleviated
the problem of gradient vanishing, allowing us to build a deeper network with significantly better
performances [2, 3]. The introduction of simple but systematic ways to initialize the network has
made the learning of the deep models relatively easy [4, 5], and the skip connection methodologies
enabled us to build extremely deep networks [6, 7].
Input and hidden layer normalization techniques also have made significant contributions to recent
achievements in deep learning. Commonly used input normalization techniques such as min-max
normalization and standardization maintain the stability of the statistics of the input layer so that
the learning is not biased, thus improving the overall performance. Techniques that normalize
hidden layers, such as batch normalization [8] and layer normalization [9], could be considered as
a generalized form of input-normalization, with hidden layer as input. Several studies have shown
that normalization techniques, by modifying the hidden layer statistics, lead to stable learning and
improved performances [10, 11, 12].
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Figure 1: A histogram of the sparsity in Movielens, MNIST, Fashion MNIST, and CIFAR. The x-axis represents
the number of nonzero inputs, and the y-axis represents the number of such data instances.
However, these normalization techniques have overlooked the effect of sparsity. In this paper, we focus
on our novel finding that when the sparsity varies largely between input instances, the learning can
not be done properly due to the variations of the statistics at the output layer. We refer to this problem
as the variable sparsity problem. Variable sparsity problems are abundant in real-world datasets. For
example, electronic health records (EHR) often contain different sets of medical examinations for
each patient. Similarly, for collaborative filtering tasks, the user entries could have varying degree of
sparsity based on each user’s item experience. In addition to the limitations at the data acquisition
stage as above, this phenomenon can arise depending on the distribution of the original value of
the feature, even in the datasets for which we may misunderstand as having no heterogeneity of
sparsity due to absence of missing values. In the benchmark datasets such as MNIST [13], Fashion
MNIST [14], and CIFAR [15], which are recently used as standards in the computer vision tasks,
there are a large differences in sparsity levels over data instances (see Figure 1).
For a better understanding of this phenomenon, we first prove that the expected output of a neural
network is dependent not only on the input value but also on its sparsity under the assumption similar
to those in [4, 5]. Based on this analysis, we propose a Sparsity Normalizing (SN) technique as a
simple solution to satisfy the conditions in which the expected output of a deep network can remain
unchanged with the sparsity level of input.
Although SN is very simple, it is surprisingly effective and can indeed improve the performance
by stabilizing the distribution of the network output. Especially, a line of work using deep models
for collaborative filtering [16, 17] has completely overlooked this variable sparsity problem, and
we achieve the state-of-the-art results on Movielens 100k and 1M datasets, by just applying SN
on these models. We also apply SN to general regression and classification problems and obtain
the improved performances (for UCI, Medical datasets) or at least similar performances with lower
network capacity (for MINST, Fashion MNIST, CIFAR).
In addition, our analysis and SN technique provide a deeper understanding of some phenomena
that are temporarily known just empirically. Specifically, variable sparsity problem can provide
explanations to the following: 1) the fact that zero imputation of missing data has a negative effect on
learning in deep networks, 2) the need of similar form of normalization techniques already used in
several popular models such as GCN [18] and Word2Vec [19] 3) the inherent ability of RNN-based
models (such as LSTM, GRU) to handle sparsity.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We present the variable sparsity problem where the expected output of a neural network varies
largely with respect to input sparsity, leading to unstable learning on instances with varying
degree of sparsity. We experimentally show that this problem occur frequently in many datasets.
• We present a solution termed sparsity normalization (SN) that can theoretically resolve the
variable sparsity problem under some strong conditions.
• We validate SN on diverse tasks and show that despite its simplicity, SN can consistently help
stabilize the learning process and provide significant performance improvements. Especially, we
achieve the state-of-the-art results with SN on collaborative filtering task.
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2 Related Works
Output layer stabilization Thus far, several attempts have been made to stabilize the output of
deep networks. First, input normalization techniques stabilize the input layer statistics so that the
output layer does not change significantly [20, 21]. Hidden layer normalization techniques such as
batch normalization [8] and layer normalization [9] leverage hidden layer statistics to solve problems
known to interfere with learning such as internal covariance shifts and low Lipschitzness levels [22],
thus help stabilizing training of the output layer [10, 11, 12, 23]. Existing normalization techniques
tend to normalize all data instances with the global statistics. In our approach, normalization is
performed differently for each data instance, contributing to more stable learning.
Handling missing features Imputation approaches are the most popular techniques to handle miss-
ing features for stable learning. Using median or mean values of the input is the most straightforward
approach for imputation, but it could lead to highly incorrect estimation since they do not take
into consideration the characteristics of each data instance [24, 25]. To overcome this limitation,
researchers have proposed various ways to learn how to impute missing values for each instance, using
autoencoders, GANs, and RNNs [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. However, these learning-based imputation
methods are still limited, since they require learning of additional models and may be prone to
overfitting. Some approaches tackle this issue by handling missing values in an end-to-end learning
frameworks, but they still require additional parameters for handling missingness [32, 33, 34, 25, 35].
In this work, we propose a simple yet effective approach that does not require additional networks
nor increase the network parameters, and can properly handle missingness.
Handling missing values in neural net-based collaborative filtering Handling missing values
is a crucial problem in designing neural net-based algorithms for collaborative filtering, since the
data domain they deal with usually have extremely high sparsity rates. Some of the most popular
datasets for collaborative filtering have less than 5% of observable entries, and the rest are missing.
Due to such high sparsity rates, existing approaches that handle missing data do not perform well [36].
[37, 38] attempt to reduce the effects of the high sparsity rates by using matrix factorization, but these
are not a fundamental solution to the high rates of sparsity. The most popular means of handling
missing in neural net-based collaborative filtering is to use regularization. Several studies, including
CF-NADE [17] and AutoRec [16], have used some regularizations such as weight decay to try
to tackle the high degree of sparsity [39]. However, the proposed regularization schemes tend to
be limited in that they are only applicable to the collaborative filtering problems and ignore the
heterogeneity of sparsity at the instance level.
3 Variable Sparsity Problem
This section introduces the variable sparsity problem and theoretically demonstrates the conditions
under which we experience it. Next, we experimentally confirm with UCI datasets that it actually
occurs under more general circumstances.
3.1 Definition and existence analysis
We define the variable sparsity problem as follows: the expected value of the output layer of a
deep network (over the weight and input distributions) depends on the sparsity (the number of
zero values) of the input data and hence we have varying activation values for data instances with
similar characteristics under different sparsity levels, which makes the overall training difficult. In
this subsection, we show several example cases of the variable sparsity problem. Specifically, we
show the variable sparsity problem under assumptions with increasing generality (Case 1) where the
activation function is the identity with no bias, (Case 2) where the activation function is an affine
function, and (Case 3) where the activation function is a convex function such as ReLU [1], leaky
ReLU [40], ELU[41], or Softplus [42].
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Figure 2: Left two figures shows RMSE in terms of the number of replications r. RMSE of model
without SN gets higher than that of the mean predictor (average of outputs over all training data) as r
increases. Right two figures show output layer activations of each group.
Here, we summarize the notation for clarity. For L-layer deep networks with non-linearity σ, we use
W i ∈ Rni×ni−1 to denote the weight matrix of i-th layer, bi ∈ Rni to denote the bias, hi ∈ Rni to
denote the activation vector. For simplicity, we use h0 ∈ Rn0 and hL ∈ RnL to denote input and
output layer, respectively. Then, we have
hi = σ(W ihi−1 + bi), for i = 1, · · · , L. (1)
Our goal in this subsection is to observe the change in hL as the sparsity of h0 (or input x) changes.
To simplify the discussion, we consider the following assumption:
Assumption 1. (i) Every coordinate of input vector, h0l , is generated by the multiplication of two
random variables h˜0l and ml where ml is binary mask indicating missing value and h˜
0
l is a (possibly
unobserved) feature value. Here, missing mask ml is MCAR (missing completely at random), with no
dependency with other mask variables or their values h˜0. All ml follow some identical distribution
with mean µm. (ii) The elements of matrix W i are mutually independent and follow the identical
distribution with mean µiw. Similarly, b
i and h˜0 consist of i.i.d. coordinates with mean µib and µx,
respectively. (iii) µiw is not zero uniformly over all i.
(i) assumes the simplest missing mechanism. (ii) is similarly defined in [4] and [5]. (iii) may not hold
under some initialization strategies, but as the learning progresses, it is very likely to hold.
(Case 1) For simplicity, let us first consider networks without the non-linearity nor the bias term.
Theorem 1 shows that the average value of the output layer E[hLl ] is directly proportional to the
expectation of the mask vector µm:
Theorem 1. Suppose that activation σ is an identity function and that bil is uniformly fixed as zero
under Assumption 1. Then, we have E[hLl ] =
∏L
i=1 ni−1µ
i
wµxµm.
(Case 2) When the activation function is affine but now with a possibly nonzero bias, E[hLl ] is
influenced by µm in the following way:
Theorem 2. Suppose that activation σ is an affine function under Assumption 1. Suppose further
that fi(x) is defined as σ(ni−1µiwx+ µ
i
b). Then, E[h
L
l ] = fL ◦ · · · ◦ f1(µxµm).
(Case 3) Finally, when the activation function is non-linear but convex, we can show that E[hLl ] is
lower-bounded by some quantity involving µm:
Theorem 3. Suppose that σ is a convex function under Assumption 1. Suppose further that fi(x) is
defined as σ(ni−1µiwx+ µ
i
b). Then, E[h
L
l ] ≥ fL ◦ · · · ◦ f1(µxµm).
If the expected value of the output layer depends on the level of sparsity as in Theorem 1-3, even
similar data instances may have a different output values depending on the sparsity, which would
hinder the learning process to remain stable.
4
3.2 Variable sparsity problems on UCI datasets
In this subsection we experimentally show the effect of heterogeneous sparsity using two UCI datasets
where Assumption 1 might be violated1. Toward this, we manipulate the datasets as follows. Instead
of injecting a certain probability of sparsity (erasing features independently with this probability)
into all data instances as done in [34, 43], we divide data instances into two groups: half of the data
with sparsity of 80% (sparse group) and the other half with 20% (dense group). In order to see the
effect of absolute gaps in two groups’ sparsity levels, we simply copy the input r times to make
extended feature vector x′ ∈ Rrn0 = [x(1); · · · ;x(r)] (where x(j) is j-th identical copy of x) before
the sparsity injection2.
The larger the value of r is, the greater the amount of information is given to the network (since the
sparsity is injected after feature duplication). As a result, if the networks are trained properly, the
test RMSE should be reduced. Surprisingly, however, as shown in Figure 2, the total RMSE (over all
sparse and dense groups) increases as r increases. Not only that, as r changes, the expected outputs
change differently according to the sparsity level.
4 Sparsity Normalization
Algorithm 1 Sparsity Normalization (SN)
Input: Dataset D, empty set S = φ, constant
K ′.
Output: Sparsity normalized Dataset DSN.
for each h0 ∈ D do
h0SN ← K ′ · h0/
∥∥h0∥∥
0
S ← S ∪ {h0SN}
end for
DSN ← S
In this section, we propose a simple solution
to resolve the variable sparsity problem. To-
ward this, we revisit Theorem 2 above to find
a way of making expected output independent
of input sparsity level. Recalling the notation of
h0 = h˜0 m ( represents the element-wise
product) in Section 3, we find that simply nor-
malizing via h0SN = (h˜
0 m) ·K/µm for any
fixed constant K, can correct the dependency on
the input sparsity level as follows:
Theorem 4. (Sparsity Normalization) Suppose
that activation σ is an affine function under
Assumption 1. Suppose further that fi(x) =
σ(ni−1µiwx + µ
i
b) and replace the input layer
using SN, i.e. h0SN = (h˜
0 m) · K/µm for any fixed constant K. Then, we have E[hLl ] =
fL ◦ · · · ◦ f1(µx ·K).
Theorem 4 shows that with SN, the average activation of the output layer does not depend on µm
anymore, leading to a constant level of output, regardless of the sparsity. It is instructive to note that it
is not trivial to show similar result for SN under (Case 3) since E[σ(x)] = σ(E[x]) is not established
in this case. However, we show in the experimental section that SN is practically effective even in
more general cases. Also in the experiments in Figure 2, we confirm that expected output remains
constant with SN (right two figures) and RMSE properly improves as r increases.
While we assume µm is fixed as a constant across instances in Assumption 1, we relax this assumption
and consider varying µm for every input. Then, by maximum likelihood estimation, we can estimate
µm by
∥∥h0∥∥
0
/n0. Thus, we have h0SN = K
′ · h0/ ∥∥h0∥∥
0
where K ′ = n0 ·K (See Algorithm 1).
In practice, we use K ′ = n0 for the extremely deep network with ReLU activation. The reason is that
small K ′ value is likely to make the final activation of a ReLU network zero, which is called dying
1We deliberately choose two regression tasks in order to make it easy to visualize the output variations. We
use zero-one input normalization, ReLU activations with 3 hidden layered MLP and 100 hidden units in each
layer. We keep the ratio of training set to valid set to test set as 3:1:1.
2A figure on generating this process is given in the Appendix C.1 for clarity. (see Figure 5)
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Table 1: Test RMSE on Movielens 100k, 1M, 10M datasets.
Datasets Movielens 100k Movielens 1M Movielens 10M
input vector item vector user vector item vector user vector item vector user vector
AutoRec w/o SN 0.8831 ± 0.0187 0.9343 ± 0.0221 0.8306 ± 0.0018 0.8832 ± 0.0025 0.7807 ± 0.0017 0.8859 ± 0.0014w/ SN 0.8822 ± 0.0170 0.9217 ± 0.0217 0.8275 ± 0.0026 0.8738 ± 0.0014 0.7706 ± 0.0023 0.8462 ± 0.0005
CF-NADE w/o SN 0.8907 ± 0.0201 0.9258 ± 0.0200 0.8398 ± 0.0016 0.8570 ± 0.0045 N/A 0.8113 ± 0.0058w/ SN 0.8882 ± 0.0183 0.9200 ± 0.0186 0.8383± 0.0020 0.8552 ± 0.0022 N/A 0.7854 ± 0.0006
Table 2: Comparisons of RMSE against state-of-the-arts on Movielens 100k, 1M, 10M datasets.
Models Movielens 100K Models Movielens 1M Models Movielens 10M
ReDa [46] 0.911 NNMF [47] 0.843 GC-MC [48] 0.777
SVD++ [49] 0.913 † ABCF [50] 0.836 MPMA [51] 0.771
Biased MF [52] 0.911 † LLoRMA [53] 0.833 CF-NADE [17] 0.771
NNMF [47] 0.907 DMF+ [54] 0.832 SMA [55] 0.768
AutoSVD [56] 0.901 GC-MC [48] 0.832 GLOMA [57] 0.767
DMF+[54] 0.889 AutoRec [16] 0.831 ABCF [50] 0.766
LLoRMA [53] 0.888 CF-NADE [17] 0.829 MRMA [58] 0.763
AutoRec w/SN 0.882 AutoRec w/SN 0.826 AutoRec w/SN 0.769
† : Taken from Zhang et al. [56].
ReLU problem [5]. SettingK ′ = n0 compensates for the division in SN. We observe the performance
is not that sensitive to the value of K ′ for shallow models or deep models with less than 3 layers3.
Discussion We discuss other forms of SN to alleviate variable sparsity problem, already in use
unwittingly due to empirical performance improvements.
• The original paper of word2vec [19] proposed to sum up the embedding vectors of several
surrounding words, in the CBOW architecture. Later it turns out that using the average operation
improves the performance. Since the CBOW model does not include the activation function or
bias in the hidden layer, the average at the hidden layer is identical with SN. For the CBOW
model, there are differences in the sparsity levels among data instances depending on the number
of surrounding words (depending on the locations of words).
• [18] proposed graph convolutional networks for graph-structured data that use an adjacency
matrix of graphs as inputs. Applying the normalized graph Laplacian, which is the standard way
of representing a graph in graph theory, can naturally handle heterogeneous node degrees and
precisely matches the SN operation.
• In the prediction time of Dropout [44], we scale the activations with the drop probability used in
the training phase, which might look similar with the SN operation. However, it is instructive to
note that the goals of them are orthogonal; the scale of Dropout is fixed across all data instances
with diverse sparsity. In fact, we can achieve even better performances by applying both, as
shown in the experimental section (Section 5).
• Several works so far have proposed RNN-based models when dealing with sparse data [33, 28,
30, 25]. In the case of vanilla RNNs, the past information disappears rapidly [45] if the standard
tanh or sigmoid activations are used, hence the variable sparsity problem can be intrinsically
suppressed. A similar phenomenon occurs even in RNN variations such as LSTM and GRU.
Unlike the vanilla RNN, in LSTM and GRU the past information can survive through gates. If the
model is trained properly, the information that survives through the gates will be the information
from the informative (probably non-missing ) inputs. Therefore, if we build RNN-based models
to handle sparse data, it is not that critical to explicitly consider the variable sparsity problem.
3In this paper, we basically use K′ = 1 for shallow models or deep models with less than 3 layers unless we
mention otherwise. However, finding K′ via cross-validation might give better results for some models.
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Figure 3: Accuracy of the MLP with and without SN on four benchmark datasets.
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Figure 4: Change of sparsity at the first hidden layer before and after training on CIFAR-10.
5 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the effect of using SN in 3 different domains4. First, we consider
neural network-based state-of-the-art models for collaborative filtering which completely ignores
the variable sparsity problem. Then we tackle inherent missingness from a clinical time-series
dataset, with MLP classifiers. Finally, we evaluate SN with MLP classifiers on image datasets such as
MNIST [13], Fashion MNIST [14], and CIFAR [15], which have variable sparsity problems but have
been overlooked. For fair comparisons, we use Adam optimizer [59] in all experiments. All results
are average of 5 runs. In some tables, we also report the standard errors at 95% confidence interval.
Collaborative filtering task First we apply our SN on the collaborative filtering problem. We apply
SN to two models, AutoRec [16] and CF-NADE [17] which are state-of-the-arts models among neural-
networks-based collaborative filtering methods. Most of the settings including usage of 500 hidden
units are followed by original the AutoRec [16] and CF-NADE [17] models (See Appendix D.1).
Especially, for CF-NADE, they used weight sharing (WS) and averaging possible choices (APC) in
addition to weight decay. We report the results of applying SN without WS or APC. With SN, the
models achieve similar or better performance to original CF-NADE model without WS or APC. We
use Movielens 100k, Movielens 1M, and, Movielens 10M for these experiments, using randomly
selected 10% of the ratings of each datasets for the test set [60]. Since both models can use either of
user- or item-rating vector as its input, we report both cases in Table 1. While applying SN clearly
improves the performances both in AutoRec and CF-NADE models, the improvement with user-rating
is more dramatic. We compare our model (AutoRec with SN) to other states-of-the-arts models5. As
shown in the Table 2, we achieve states-of-the-arts performance on Movielens 100K and 1M data by
simply applying SN to AutoRec. AutoRec with SN outperforms many of the baseline models even
on Movielens 10M, and achieve the states-of-the-arts performance among neural-networks-based
models6. We have tested AutoRec with SN for only a few sets of hyper-parameters. If we tune the
hyper-parameters harder, we can get better results.
MLPs on medical datasets We also evaluate SN on five binary classification tasks using health
care datasets which have many missing values. The datasets, which is from National Health Insurance
Service (NHIS), consists of medical diagnosis of around 300,000 people7. Each of datasets has the
4In addition to these 3 experiments, additional experiments are given in Appendix C.
5For Movielens 1M and 10M, we use 1000 hidden units (See Appendix D.1).
6None of SMA [55], GLOMA [57], ABCF [50], and, MRMA [58] is neural-network-based model.
7All input data are preprocessed with zero-one normalization.
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Table 3: Test AUC on NHIS dataset.
Dataset Cardiovascular Fatty Liver Hypertension Heart Failure Diabetes
MLP w/o SN 0.7057 ± 0.0027 0.6750 ± 0.0050 0.7977 ± 0.0027 0.7834 ± 0.0036 0.9121 ± 0.0097w/ SN 0.7106 ± 0.0005 0.6911 ± 0.0022 0.8096 ± 0.0010 0.7914 ± 0.0012 0.9283 ± 0.0011
MLP+Dropout w/o SN 0.7084 ± 0.0005 0.6858 ± 0.0065 0.8023 ± 0.0054 0.7876 ± 0.0012 0.9263 ± 0.0026w/ SN 0.7105 ± 0.0009 0.6941 ± 0.0011 0.8086 ± 0.0016 0.7922 ± 0.0015 0.9303 ± 0.0029
target value which indicates the occurrence of specific disease and the goal is to predict the disease
occurrence from medical diagnosis information. We train MLPs with two options on Dropout and
SN (4 possible cases), and evaluate in terms of AUC. As shown in Table 3, SN technique not only
improves the performance over the baseline MLP (without Dropout) on all five datasets, but also
gives additional improvement when applied to MLPs with Dropout. In addition, applying SN shows
narrow confidence intervals for most cases than the model without SN.
Table 4: Test accuracy of VGG-16 mod-
els with batch normalization or SN on
CIFAR-10 datasets.
VGG-16 VGG-16 + BN
w/o SN 0.8050 ± 0.0185 0.8755 ± 0.0066
w/ SN 0.8094± 0.0173 0.8800 ± 0.0101
MLPs and CNNs on vision datasets As we have seen
in the Figure 1, MNIST, Fashion MNIST, and CIFAR
datasets have different sparsity characteristics across data
instances. Now, we compare the accuracies of MLPs w/
and w/o SN on these datasets, as we increase the net-
work capacity8. As Figure 3 indicated, the model with SN
exhibits some improvements or at least comparable per-
formances. Especially, the smaller the capacity, the more
outperform SN model is. In particular, SN achieves similar
performances with smaller network size.
Figure 4 shows the histogram of the sparsity of the first hidden layer activation on a CIFAR-10
dataset9. If SN is not applied, the first hidden layer becomes extremely sparse after training, which is
likely to lead to abnormal training. When applying SN, the statistic of the first hidden layer appears
to be relatively stable after training10.
We also test the effect of SN on CNN models. Toward this, we use VGG-16 model on CIFAR-1011.
As can be seen from the experimental results in Table 4, SN improves or remains similar performance,
and has an orthogonal effect with batch normalization.
6 Conclusion
We introduced the variable sparsity problem, where the representations can have different values
due to varying degree of input-level sparsity, which is one of the many difficulties in stabilizing
the training of deep neural networks. To tackle the variable sparsity problem, we proposed Sparsity
Normalization (SN) that will let the same non-zero features to have the same effects regardless of
the sparsity level. With several assumptions, we theoretically analyzed that sparsity normalization
can solve the variable sparsity problem. Further, we performed experiments on diverse datasets with
multiple deep network models to show that sparsity normalization obtains significant improvements
over models without normalization, or achieve less capacity with similar performance. Notably,
we showed that we could achieve extra performance improvements with Batch Normalization and
Dropout, two of the most crucial regularization techniques for training deep neural networks, and
have achieved state-of-the-art performances on collaborative filtering problem on the Movielens 100K
and 1M datasets.
8We use two hidden layers with ReLU activation and Adam optimizer with a learning of 10−2. MNIST
datasets are splitted with training:valid:test=5 : 1 : 1, and CIFAR with 4 : 1 : 1.
9We use 512 units per each hidden layers.
10Before training, the sparsity patterns w/ SN and w/o SN are the same. (See Appendix A.5)
11Dataset is splitted with training:valid:test=10 : 1 : 1.
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A Proofs
A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. From the definition of hl, w1l , h
0
l , h˜
0
l ,ml, the following equation holds.
E[h1l ] = n0E[w
1
l h
0
1] = n0E[w
1
l h˜
0
lml] (2)
From the Assumption 1, w1l , h˜
0
l , and ml are independent of each other. Thus,
E[h1l ] = n0E[w
1
l ]E[h˜
0
l ]E[ml] (3)
Similarly, the following holds.
E[hil] = ni−1E[w
i
lh
i−1
l ] for i = 1, · · · , L (4)
Since hi−1l and w
i
l are independent of each other by the Assumption 1 and the definition of h
i−1
l ,
E[hil] = ni−1E[w
i
l ]E[h
i−1
l ]. Therefore,
E[hLl ] =
L∏
i=1
ni−1E[wil ]E[h˜
0
l ]E[ml] =
L∏
i=1
ni−1µiwµxµm (5)
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. From the definition of hl, w1l , h
0
l , h˜
0
l ,ml and the property of an affine function σ(E[·]) =
E[σ(·)], the following equation holds.
E[h1l ] = σ
(
n0E[w
1
l h
0
l ] + E[b
1
l ]
)
= σ
(
n0E[w
1
l h˜
0
lml] + E[b
1
l ]
)
(6)
From the Assumption 1, w1l , h˜
0
l , and ml are independent of each other. Thus,
E[h1l ] = σ
(
n0E[w
1
l ]E[h˜
0
l ]E[ml] + E[b
1
l ]
)
(7)
= σ
(
n0µ
1
wµxµm + µ
1
b
)
(8)
= f1(µxµm) (9)
Similarly, the following holds.
E[hil] = σ
(
ni−1E[wilh
i−1
l ] + E[b
i
l]
)
for i = 1, · · · , L (10)
Since hi−1l and w
i
l are independent of each other by the Assumption 1 and the definition of h
i−1
l ,
E[hil] = σ
(
ni−1E[wil ]E[h
i−1
l ] + E[b
i
l]
)
(11)
= σ
(
ni−1µiwE[h
i−1
l ] + µ
i
b
)
(12)
= fi(E[h
i
l]) (13)
Therefore,
E[hLl ] = fL ◦ · · · ◦ f1(µxµm) (14)
A.3 Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. From the definition of hl, w1l , h
0
l , h˜
0
l ,ml and the property of a convex function E[σ(·)] ≥
σ(E[·]), the following equation holds.
E[h1l ] ≥ σ
(
n0E[w
1
l h
0
l ] + E[b
1
l ]
)
= σ
(
n0E[w
1
l h˜
0
lml] + E[b
1
l ]
)
(15)
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From the Assumption 1, w1l , h˜
0
l , and ml are independent of each other. Thus,
E[h1l ] ≥ σ
(
n0E[w
1
l ]E[h˜
0
l ]E[ml] + E[b
1
l ]
)
(16)
= σ
(
n0µ
1
wµxµm + µ
1
b
)
(17)
= f1(µxµm) (18)
Similarly, the following holds.
E[hil] ≥ σ
(
ni−1E[wilh
i−1
l ] + E[b
i
l]
)
for i = 1, · · · , L (19)
Since hi−1l and w
i
l are independent of each other by thee Assumption 1 and the definition of h
i−1
l ,
E[hil] ≥ σ
(
ni−1E[wil ]E[h
i−1
l ] + E[b
i
l]
)
(20)
= σ
(
ni−1µiwE[h
i−1
l ] + µ
i
b
)
(21)
= fi(E[h
i
l]) (22)
Therefore,
E[hLl ] ≥ fL ◦ · · · ◦ f1(µxµm) (23)
A.4 Proof of Theorem 4
Proof. By theorem 2, E[hLl ] = fL ◦ · · · ◦ f1(E[h0SN]). Since E[h0SN] = E[h0] ·K/µm,
E[hLl ] = fL ◦ · · · ◦ f1(µxµm ·K/µm) = fL ◦ · · · ◦ f1(µx ·K) (24)
A.5 Why are the Sparsity Patterns Same Before Training?
In Section 5, we show how the sparsity of the activation of the first hidden layer changes when SN is
applied and when it is not on the CIFAR-10 dataset. And, we claim that the differences of sparsity in
first hidden layer between data instances with SN and without SN are the same before training.
Proof. Because, we use ReLU activation and zero initialized bias:∑
l
I
(
σ
(
W 1h0 + b1
)
l
6= 0) (25)
=
∑
l
I
(
σ
(
W 1h0
)
l
6= 0) (26)
=
∑
l
I
((
W 1h0
)
l
> 0
)
(27)
=
∑
l
I
((
W 1h0/
∥∥h0∥∥
0
)
l
> 0
)
(28)
=
∑
l
I
(
σ
(
W 1h0/
∥∥h0∥∥
0
)
l
6= 0
)
(29)
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B Sparsity Normalization for CNN
The SN techniques presented in this paper are generic techniques that do not dependent on a particular
model. In this subsection, we present how to apply SN to a CNN architecture. In particular, because
CNN performs zero-padding, sparsity occurs even if sparsity does not exist in the image data.
Therefore, SN may have a beneficial effect on CNN training. Typical differences between CNN and
MLP are the dimensions of the input and hidden layers. In MLP, the input layer can be expressed as a
vector, whereas in a CNN it must be represented as a matrix. If the first hidden layer of the CNN is
H1 and the input layer is H0, we can determine the first hidden layer from the input layer, as in the
MLP, as follows.
H1 = σ(W 1H0 + b1Tn0) (30)
Let the filter size be k, the input image channel c, and the first hidden layer channel d, then we can
then obtain H1 ∈ Rd×n0 ,W 1 ∈ Rd×k2c, H0 ∈ Rk2c×n0 , 1n0 ∈ Rn0 ,b ∈ Rd. If we write a column
vector of H0 as h0 and write a column vector of H1 as h1, we can rewrite the expression as follows:
h1 = σ(W 1h0 + b) (31)
Similar to the process of applying SN in MLP networks, when W 1h0 is independent of the sparsity
of h0, h1 becomes independent of the sparsity of h0, and output activation becomes independent of
the sparsity of h0 eventually. Therefore, to apply SN to a CNN, we change h1 to h1SN as follows.
h1SN = σ
(
W 1
h0
‖h0‖0 + b
)
(32)
As indicated in (32) and in Theorem 4, SN for CNN is quite similar to the SN for the MLP. It is
easy to observe that these operations can be implemented without modifying the internals of the
convolution functions provided in widely used deep learning frameworks such as tensorflow [61] or
pytorch [62] (See Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2 Sparsity Normalized Convolutional Layer (ConvSN)
Input: Convolutional layer Conv (x) without non-linearity, learnable bias b.
Output: Sparsity normalized convolutional layer ConvSN (x).
Remove bias of Conv (x)
Convdivider (x)← Deep copy of Conv (x)
Make Convdivider (x) non-learnable and set its filter parameter to 1.
ConvSN (x)← Conv (x) /Convdivider (‖x‖0) + b1Tn0
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C Additional Experiments
C.1 Experiments on UCI Datasets
Input
Concatenation (r times)
Sparse group Dense group
80% out 20% out
Figure 5: Illustration of manipulating UCI datasets to make sparse and dense groups.
In subsection 3.2, we confirm that there is a variable sparsity problem using UCI datasets. In this
subsection, we see what happens when SN is applied in the same setting of subsection 3.2 including
the sparsity injection process (See Figure 5). We check the effect of SN on 6 UCI datasets (3
classification tasks, 3 regression tasks), including two datasets used in the subsection 3.2. Because
we want to use the highly representative UCI datasets, we choose 6 of the UCI datasets that are built
into the scikit-learn package, which is widely used for machine learning tasks. Note that all the input
data are pre-processed with zero-one normalization.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the error on the UCI Dataset w/ and w/o SN.
As can be seen in the Figure 6, applying SN for regression tasks, we can see that the error (RMSE, 1 -
accuracy) reduces as r increases (information increases). When applying SN for 6 tasks, performance
are similar to or better than the model without SN. Figure 7 indicates the expected outputs of
each networks of sparse group and dense group with or without SN. For the classification task, the
dimension of output layer is larger than 1. In the case of the model without SN for all 6 tasks, there
is a quite big difference in the average value of the output layer activations of the dense group and
the sparse group, whereas in the case of the model using SN, there is a few difference in the outputs
between two groups.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the expected output activation on the UCI Dataset w/ and w/o SN.
For the regression tasks presented in the subsection 3.2, the training process is completely broken
without SN. However, in the case of the classification tasks, we can’t find such phenomenon that
training is collapsed. In the case of classification tasks, softmax is used for the back propagation. In
this process, it is assumed that this phenomenon is relatively reduced as the output layer is forcibly
normalized by softmax function. Nevertheless, for most classification tasks we test, models with SN
showed a much lower error rate (less than half).
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C.2 Comparisons to Other Simple Missing Handling Methods
We compare our normalization technique SN with other simple missing handling methods in this
subsection. Unlike [26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34], we do not use additional networks nor network
parameters. Thus, we only compare our models with missing handling techniques that do not use
additional network structures. The models that we set as baseline are as follows.
• Zero imputation: The method see missing as zero. It can be seen as a primitive model that does
not handle missing at all.
• Mean imputation: Missing handling method to impute missing entries to the mean value of
each feature.
• Observation indicator: A missing handling technique that allows the network to recognize and
learn the missingness by itself by concatenating input vector and the mask vector indicating
observation or missing. There is a disadvantage that the input dimension doubles and the network
capacity of the first layer doubles. The mask vector indicates the observed entry as 1 and the
missing entry as 0.
• Missing indicator: In contrast to the observation indicator method, the mask vector indicates
the observed entry as 0 and the missing entry as 1. This method is suggested by [35, 25].
We use the same 6 UCI datasets as those used in the Appendix C.1, and fixed the r value for the
number of replications to 100. The situation with r = 100 is that the variable sparsity problem
appears in most datasets, as you can see in the Figure 7. We see how each missing handling technique
can handle the missing in these settings. Since the two indicator methods doubles the input dimension,
comparing these methods with our method might not be a fair comparison. However, we have seen
that our models can achieve competitive results, even though the indicator methods increase the
network capacity of the first layer by a factor of two. The experimental results are summarized in
Table 5. RMSE is reported for regression tasks, and classification error is reported for classification
tasks. As the Table 5 indicates, sparsity normalization outperforms other missing handling methods
in most datasets except California dataset, and sparsity normalization shows lower error with large
margin compared to other methods.
Table 5: Comparisons to other simple missing handling techniques to SN
Boston Diabetes California Iris Cancer Wine
Zero imputation 9.782 ± 1.627 98.785 ± 17.674 0.8772 ± 0.0169 0.3200 ± 0.0745 0.1140 ± 0.0557 0.1278 ± 0.1129
Mean imputation 6.058 ± 1.938 63.313 ± 6.947 0.7439 ± 0.0577 0.3333 ± 0.2654 0.1351 ± 0.2018 0.2222 ± 0.2639
Observation indicator 11.253 ± 2.062 105.197 ± 16.793 0.9109 ± 0.0354 0.2867 ± 0.2291 0.0772 ± 0.0477 0.1778 ± 0.1747
Missing indicator 5.864 ± 1.061 65.090 ± 9.874 0.8249 ± 0.0294 0.3467 ± 0.0991 0.1140 ± 0.0544 0.2111 ± 0.1747
Sparsity normalization 5.152 ± 1.271 60.418 ± 7.881 0.8014 ± 0.0141 0.1133 ± 0.0584 0.0491 ± 0.0552 0.0889 ± 0.1116
Performance comparison with existence of variable sparsity problem Among the five methods
that have been compared, zero imputation and observation indicators can experience variable sparsity
problem. We have already seen a variable sparsity problem for zero imputation. Similar to zero
imputation, variable sparsity problem can also occur in an observation indicator method, in which
the `0 norm of each data instance is all different. Since the mean imputation makes the entire data
set dense, the variable sparsity problem does not occur. In the case of the missing indicator method,
the variable sparsity problem does not occur because the missing is treated as 1 and the observation
is treated as 0, so that the sparsity is kept the same for each data instance. In this paragraph, we
identify performance differences depending on the existence of a variable sparsity problem. Two
of the five worst performing models are zero imputation and observation indicators. Even the two
models differ in performance from the other models with large margin. This phenomenon is by no
means a coincidence, and we diagnose the cause as variable sparsity problem. Although the missing
indicator and the observation indicator are quite similar, there is a significant performance difference
depending on whether a variable sparsity problem occurs. Even though the observation indicator
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method doubles the network capacity of the first layer, it shows a high error because the variable
sparsity problem occurs.
Performance comparison with Mean imputation and Missing indicator Since the mean impu-
tation and missing indicators are a way to keep the sparsity level of each input data instance constant,
a variable sparsity problem is unlikely to occur. Nonetheless, SN shows the result of outperforming
the two models. We explain this phenomenon in this paragraph. Mean imputation does not take into
account the characteristics of each data instance and considers the unknown value as an average. In
this way, the variable sparsity problem may not occur, but it can be dangerous as [24, 25] have already
suggested, since missing is filled without taking into account each data instance characteristic. Similar
to the observation indicator, the mask vector compensates for missing equally without considering
the characteristics of each data instance. Therefore, it is likely that each data instance property result
in less consideration. However, if sparsity normalization is applied, the characteristics of the data
instance can be considered sufficiently because the model learns to make decisions only with observed
entries. And, consideration of each data instance characteristic results in a performance difference.
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C.3 Sparsity Normalization in Hidden Layer
In this paper, we have only discussed how to apply Sparsity Normalization to the input layer. At this
subsection, a very natural question is whether sparsity normalization is effective in a hidden layer.
Since a hidden layer can be regarded as the input layer of the upper network, there is a possibility
that the sparsity normalization is effective in a hidden layer. Heterogeneity of sparsity can occur
frequently in a hidden layer because of ReLU or dropout inducing sparisty in a hidden layer.
Unfortunately, applying sparsity normalization to the hidden layer is not that simple. To apply sparsity
normalization, the `0 norm of hidden layer activation must be calculated. Hidden layer activation
is parameterized to the network weight. When normalization is performed by calculating `0 norm,
the gradient of `0 norm should be calculated. However, as is well known, `0 norm has difficulty in
calculating the gradient, which can lead to unstable learning. Therefore, we need to solve it in a
different way.
To solve the difficulty in calculating gradient of `0 norm, `1 norm may be used instead, or stochastic
calculation using hard sigmoid may be used. Among the various possible methods, we decide to look
at the `0 norm as a constant, which does not calculate gradient for the norm, to simply check the
possibility of applying sparsity normalization to a hidden layer. We decide to explore further on the
other possible options later in future works.
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Figure 8: The accuracy applying SN to input layer, 1st hidden layer, and 2nd hidden layer on
CIFAR-10
We perform the same experiment as the vision MLP experiment presented in Section 5 on the
CIFAR-10 dataset. Unfortunately, because of the time constraint, the experiments in this section
are performed only once. Figure 8 shows the results of applying the SN to the input layer, the first
hidden layer, and the second hidden layer. It is most effective when applied to the input layer, but
it is difficult to compare simply because the method of applying the SN to the hidden layer is not a
straight forward method. Note that sparsity normalization can be applied to the hidden layer. And
Figure 9 compares the result of applying SN only to input layer and additionally applied first hidden
layer. There is no big difference in performance. Similar to batch normalization, the internal statistic
needs a slightly deeper network to change, but it seems to have not seen a big difference because it
uses a network with only two hidden layers. It will be necessary to verify the effect of the SN through
experiments to apply the SN to a hidden layer of deeper network in the future works.
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Figure 9: The accuracy applying SN only to input layer, and additionally applied first hidden layer on
CIFAR-10
C.4 Why we use Adam Optimizer in AutoRec?
In this subsection we explain why we use Adam Optimizer to train the AutoRec model. The authors
of AutoRec used an optimizer called Resilient Propagation (RProp) to train the AutoRec model. This
optimizer has a fast convergence speed but can only be used in full batch. When training Movielens
10M data using AutoRec based on item vector, training in full batch is not possible with 12GB of
GPU memory. So, we decide to use Adam Optimizer. However, the performance of Adam should
not be lower than that of RProp. Fortunately, we find that using Adam in most cases show similar or
better performance to using RProp. The experimental results are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6: Test RMSE on Movielens 100k, 1M, 10M datasets using Adam and RProp.
Datasets Movielens 100k Movielens 1M Movielens 10M
input vector item vector user vector item vector user vector item vector user vector
RProp 0.8861 0.9437 0.8358 0.8804 0.782† 0.867†
Adam 0.8831 0.9343 0.8306 0.8832 0.7807 0.8859
† : Taken from Sedhain et al. [16].
C.5 Why 500 hidden units are not sufficient on AutoRec with SN?
[16] say 500 hidden layers are sufficient for AutoRec. But we think that it requires more network
capacity at leat in the case of applying SN. The Figure 10 plots the test RMSE, changing the number
of hidden units for Movielens 100k and 1M. We can see that 600 units for Movielens 100k and 900
units for Movielens 1M are necessary for getting better performance. Obviously, as datasets become
more complex and larger, we need more network capacity. This is why we use 1000 hidden units
for a relatively large Movielens 1m, 10m datasets on comparing to other states-of-the-arts models.
(Movielens 10m may require larger capacity.)
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Figure 10: The test RMSE for the number of hidden units when applying SN
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C.6 K ′ = 1 in AutoRec and CF-NADE model.
Unlike K ′ = 1 in most other models, we use K ′ = n1 exceptionally in the collaborative filtering task.
The reason is explained in Appendix D.1. When using weight decay, if there is a power imbalance
between W 1 and W 2, the regularization is not properly performed. However, as we have already
mentioned, any constant K ′ can prevent variable sparsity problem. In this subsection, we investigate
whether the variable sparsity problem can be prevented even when K ′ = 1 is used.
Before the discussion, we should set the notations for this. First look at how to use a general way to
use weight decay for a single hidden layer case. Let L be a loss function that does not include any
regularization, and a new loss function L′ including weight decay can be expressed as:
L′ := L+ λ (‖W 1‖F + ‖W 2‖F ) (33)
where λ is the regularization term for weight dacay and ‖ · ‖F means Frobenius norm of matrix. If
we use K ′ = 1 while using SN, the amplitude imbalance between W 1 and W 2 can be large, so we
decide to use a new method that uses weight decay only for W 2.
L′SN withK′=1 := L+ λ‖W 2‖F (34)
(Of course, using different lambda values for each W i may be one way, but in that case, simple
comparison with existing models becomes difficult.) The results of training the AutoRec model using
this new weight decay are summarized in the Table 7. The experimental results presented in this table
are better than the experimental results we presented in Section 5. The reason we do not present these
good experimental results in Section 5 is that we decide that the method of weight decay only in
W 2 is unfair for comparison. We decide that it would be better to use K ′ = n1 to compare more
objectively the effect of SN in Section 5.
Table 7: Test RMSE of AutoRec on Movielens 100k, 1M, 10M datasets using K ′ = 1.
Datasets Movielens 100k Movielens 1M Movielens 10M
input vector item vector user vector item vector user vector item vector user vector
w/o SN 0.8831 0.9343 0.8306 0.8832 0.7807 0.8859
w/ SN 0.8798 0.9266 0.8271 0.8581 0.7711 0.8241
Someone might argue that this performance improvement is due to using weight decay only for
W 2. Therefore, we test the effect of SN under the condition of using weight decay only for W 2.
The experimental results are summarized in Table 8. Using weight decay only for W2 show similar
performance compared to the original AutoRec model. And, except for one case, the experimental
results of the model with SN is better than the model without SN.
Table 8: Test RMSE of AutoRec on Movielens 100k, 1M, 10M datasets using K ′ = 1 and weight
decay only on W 2.
Datasets Movielens 100k Movielens 1M Movielens 10M
input vector item vector user vector item vector user vector item vector user vector
w/o SN 0.8838 0.9171 0.8365 0.8612 0.7915 0.8564
w/ SN 0.8798 0.9266 0.8271 0.8581 0.7711 0.8241
In the CF-NADE model, we do a similar experiment on the Movielens 100k dataset, and we are able
to get results that show a similar pattern to that of AutoRec.
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D Detailed Experimental Settings
D.1 Collaborative Filtering Task
This subsection describes the experimental setting of a detailed collaborative filtering task in Section 5.
As already mentioned, we follow the setting of AutoRec, CF-NADE as much as possible. We train
neural networks with a single hidden layer with 500 units, with the weight decay regularization. For
fair comparisons, we tune the hyper-parameters for weight decay in all experiments to have only
one significant digit, and use a learning rate of 10−3 for both models12, except for the AutoRec on
Movielens 10M where we used a learning rate of 10−4. We use full batch for AutoRec on Movielens
100k and 1M, mini-batch (1000) for AutoRec on Movielens 10M, and mini-batch (512) for CF-NADE
models. We use K ′ = n1 for all collaborative filtering experiments. Although we have already stated
that the choice of K is not sensitive to performance, we note that the use of weight decay as a
regularization is an exceptional situation. When using weight decay, the power balance between W 1
and W 2 is heavily important. To balance two weight matrices, we should use K ′ = n1.
In comparison with other states-of-the-arts models, we used 1000 hidden units in AutoRec [16] with
SN. While [16] claimed that they were able to achieve enough performance only with 500 hidden
units, 500 hidden units did not achieve sufficient performance when applying SN (See Appendix C.5).
Therefore, we decide to use larger network capacity (1000 hidden units) for larger data sets like
Movielens 1M and 10M to get better performance. The number of hidden units can also be viewed
and tuned as a hyper-parameter, and we have not tuned much for the number of hidden units. We
would get better results if we tune this hyper-parameter harder.
D.2 Description of the Machine in the Experiments
We hope our model being widely applicable. As explained in the Section 4, our model can be
implemented simply by pre-processing the input data. Therefore, additional resources are unnecessary
to apply our model. We perform all the experiments on a Titan X with 12GB of VRAM. 12 GB of
VRAM is not always necessary, and most experiments require smaller VRAM. Except for experiments
related to the Movielens 10M, all experiments usually complete within three hours.
12The original CF-NADE uses learning rate 0.0005 for Movielens 10M, but we use 10−3. Therefore, the
results can be somewhat different from original paper.
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